Freedom Sounds - Ska & Reggae Festival Cologne (Germany) 2. and 3. May 2014
At the beginning of May the young Cologne festival
Freedom Sounds went to the second round. And for
more than 800 fans this meant two days filled with a
diverse program of great offbeat at an ideal venue,
Cologne’s Gebäude 9, which was under threat by a
building project, but has meanwhile been rescued, not least due to 16,000 signatures gathered within the
first few days of an online petition.
The name Freedom Sounds is not simply a title, but stands for real, live and heart-felt music and festival
culture. Thus the spirit of freedom can be found in numerous songs of the artists as well as in the peaceful
atmosphere throughout the two days. Besides the very ambitious and tightly scheduled musical program,
the event was already opened in the afternoon with a comic exhibition of the artist "Fahrradmod",
activities by two charities and the first DJ's sets: Vibe Explosion, Conjahs Fiyah and Ska-Ba-Dub did a nice
job of warming-up the audiences on Saturday. The small beer garden, framed
by derelict industrial halls and brightly sprayed walls, possesses its own special
charm.
German premiere of "Legends of Ska"
The festival was already opened a few days earlier with screenings of reggae
film classics "Rocksteady - The Roots Of Reggae" and "The Harder They Come".
The undisputed highlight was the German premiere of the film "Legends of
Ska"; Its American director Brad Klein was present on both days, answering
questions and telling anecdotes about the production of the film – like the fact
some photographs were bought at auctions on eBay because the musicians at
that time and producers simply had no money for their own film equipment.
In its industrial atmosphere, the Freedom Sounds festival provided a big main stage as well as smaller
"Acoustic Stage", so that you could neatly switch over to the acoustic sets during changeovers on the
main stage. A number of gigs on the smaller stage in the bar room had incredible charm and style, as for
example Masons Arms, Johnny Reggae Rub Foundation or Mick Clare, who was accompanied by Andreas,
the drummer of the Nicks. Johnny Reggae Rub Foundation played a special set together with Masons
Arms, which was greeted with ear-deafening applause. The room was nearly bursting with people, so
everybody danced as well as they could.
In the main hall, holding up to 500 people, it was easier to move and
dance. And there was ample opportunity on both days. Boston’s Bim
Skala Bim has the magnificent trombone player Chris Rhodes on board,
who normally plays with the Mighty Mighty Bosstones. After a very long
absence, they presented their brand new CD „Chet's Last Call“. The 10piece band, The Trojans, were the other main act on the first night. They
put on quite a show, not least driven by powerful-voiced Zoe Devlin,
which caused a lot of jaws to drop. Another special guest was Studio One
legend Vin Gordon, whose trombone magic has graced everybody from
Bob Marley & The Wailers to the Skatalites. The Trojans – also dubbed
“the UK's Buena Vista Social Club of Ska” - are lead, of course, by their
mighty Gaz Mayall, who kept the audience moving - on stage and later
also with a sensational DJ's set in the bar room.
The second evening was kicked off by the well-established Nicks from Krefeld, who delivered an exciting
set of featuring special guests Joe Scholes (The Braces) and Mick Clare, former singer and songwriter of
the Hotknives.

Later on, we would see both, Joe Scholes and Mick Clare, again for their storming sets on the Acoustic
Stage. Local heroes, The Clerks, had the honourable job to back both, Mr. T-Bone and Tommy Tornado.
Tornado has already played sax with Alton Ellis, Derrick Morgan, Dave Barker or Rico Rodriguez. On stage
he seems to become one with his instrument. According to their front man Gero, the Clerks were very
busy in the weeks preceding the fest, as they had to rehearse three sets and finish production on their
new vinyl single, “The Sound Of The Clerks”.
Dancing, grooving, singing
The Clerks were followed by Maroon Town from
London – like most bands filling out the stage
with nine musicians – who displayed the
fireworks of traditional Ska mixed with rap and
dub elements.
Then the legendary Rocksteady stars Keith & Tex
entered the stage, concluding their first
European tour in 45 years in Cologne. They
delivered the finest Rocksteady and by the time
they sang their cult song "Stop That Train", even
the people at the back danced, grooved and
sang their hearts out.
The final main act came from Hungary: Pannonia Allstars Ska Orchestra. PASO rounded off the festival
with fine, traditional Ska and Roots Reggae, very smoothly and professionally presented and extremely
well-greeted by the audience.
The bottom line to this magnificent 2-day festival: Respect! The amount of heart-blood that has gone into
the professional organisation and nearly perfect realisation, was evident everywhere.
While Peter Clemm, one of three courageous and dedicated main organizers, still looked a bit anxious
when the fest opened on Friday, any worry lines quickly vanished and were replaced by relaxed and
happy faces all around.
The line-up which focused on more traditional
Ska, Rocksteady and Roots Reggae also bore
witness of a lot of confidence and love for this
"old" music. With a few popular Ska Punk acts it
would have been easier to attract a sizeable
audience. But anybody can go the easy way.
The number plates of the parking cars outside
indicated how attractive the festival has already
become. The bands, the organizers and above all
the visitors agree unanimously: We are looking
forward to the Freedom Sounds Ska & Reggae
festival in 2015 - at Gebäude 9!
www.freedomsoundsfestival.de

A short interview with Brad Klein, director and producer of "Legends Of Ska". He was on site for the film
premiere.
DYNAMITE: How are your impressions of the Freedom Sounds festival and of
the audience?
Klein: There are many enthusiastic bands, great people and a professional
organisational team. It is really fantastic and I enjoy every second. I have not
beein in germany for 29 years, but I have heard and read a lot about the
German Ska scene. It is a wonderful experience for me to get to know the
people. Impressive and very interesting.
DYNAMITE: How were the reactions to the premiere of "Legends of Ska"?
Klein: The reactions were very positive. However, there is also much
information in the film. It is a documentary, not a music video.
DYNAMITE: Which band did you enjoy most at this festival?
Klein: Quite honestly: Every band has something special. When you get eight, nine or ten players on
stage, something unique is created which is of full energy. Besides Bim Skala Bim, The Trojans have
impressed me very much. I also saw Mr. T-Bone and Tommy Tornado for the first time – and was
fascinated.
www.legendsofska.com
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